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Abstract. Information cascades are phenomena whereby individuals
adopt a new action or idea due to influence by others. As such a process
spreads through an underlying social network, it can result in wide-
spread adoption overall. We consider information cascades in the con-
text of recommendations, and in particular study the patterns of cas-
cading recommendations that arise in large social networks. We inves-
tigate a large person-to-person recommendation network, consisting of
four million people who made sixteen million recommendations on half
a million products. Such a dataset allows to pose a number of funda-
mental questions: What cascades arise frequently in real life? What fea-
tures distinguish them? We enumerate and count cascade subgraphs on
large directed graphs; as one component of this, we develop a novel ef-
ficient heuristic based on graph isomorphism testing that scales to large
datasets. We discover novel patterns: the distribution of cascade sizes and
depths follows a power law. Generally, cascades tend to be shallow, but
occasional large bursts of propagation can occur. Cascade subgraphs are
mainly tree-like, but we observe variability in connectivity and branching
across recommendations for different types of products.

1 Introduction

The social network of interactions between a group of individuals plays a funda-
mental role in the spread of information, ideas, innovation, and influence among
its members. The network effect has been observed in many cases, where an idea
or action gains sudden widespread popularity through word of mouth or viral
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marketing. For example, some movies become widely popular through word-of-
mouth advertising. Google’s Gmail service captured a significant market share in
spite of the fact that up to recently the only way to obtain a free email account
is through a referral. One can also find many examples in weblogs (blogs), where
a story or piece of information gets widely referred to by the blogger community
and is eventually picked up by the mass media.

Information cascades are phenomena where an action or idea becomes widely
adopted due to influence by others, as opposed to individual reasoning in iso-
lation [4]. Cascades are also known as “fads” or “resonance.” There has been
significant work done in modeling the spread and adoption of ideas and influence
through a social network. Models of node influence have been proposed [7, 8] and
algorithms for choosing influential nodes have been developed [6, 11, 16].

The formalism for cascades is activation of nodes in a graph where nodes
represent individuals, edges relationships, and a binary node state shows whether
a person is part of the cascade. The chance that a node is activated is influenced
by the state of its neighbors. A related formalism is a graph where the nodes are
agents and a directed edge (i, j, t) indicates that i influenced j at time t.

Cascades have been studied for many years by sociologists concerned with
the diffusion of innovation [17]; more recently, researchers in several fields have
investigated cascades for the purpose of selecting trendsetters for viral market-
ing [16, 6], finding inoculation targets in epidemiology [15], and explaining trends
in blogspace [2, 3, 9, 12]. To our knowledge, however, the difficulty in obtaining
data has limited the extent of analysis on large-scale, complete datasets repre-
senting cascades. Here we look at the patterns of influence in a large-scale, real
recommendation network and examine the topological structure of cascades.

Here we ask the question: What cascades arise frequently in real life? Are
they like trees, stars, or something else? We describe a large person-to-person
recommendation network, consisting of 4 million people who made 16 million
recommendations on half a million products in section 3. To analyze the data,
we first create graphs where incoming edges influenced the creation of outgoing
edges. We remove edges that violate the temporal requirement of a cascade (i.e.,
influence must be exerted before the effect). Then, we enumerate and count all
possible cascade subgraphs using an algorithm developed in section 4. Therein,
we propose a heuristic for graph isomorphism involving the degree distribution
and the eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix that scales to large datasets. We
apply the algorithm to the recommendation dataset, and analyze it in section 5.

We find novel patters and the analysis of the results gives us insight into
the cascade formation process. We find that distribution of sizes and depths of
cascades follows a heavy-tailed distribution. Generally cascades are shallow but
occasional large bursts also occur. The cascade sub-patterns reveal mostly small
tree-like subgraphs; however we observe differences in connectivity and the shape
of cascades across product groups. We find common cases when people who do
not link to each other nevertheless recommend to the same set of friends; and
cases where recommendation propagates but returns to target the same people.



2 Related work

To our knowledge, this is the first large-scale study of cascades in a real recom-
mendation network. We believe the lack of prior studies is due to the difficulty
in acquiring large networks without link ambiguity from a real-world scenario.

Most work on extracting cascades has been done in the blog domain [1, 3, 9,
12]. The authors in this domain note that, while information propagates between
blogs, examples of genuine cascading behavior appeared relatively rare. This is
possibly due to bias in the web-crawling and text analysis techniques used to
collect pages and infer relationships. In our dataset, all the recommendations are
stored as database transactions, and we know no records are missing. Associated
with each recommendation is the product involved, and the time the recommen-
dation was made. Studies of blogspace either spend a lot of effort mining topics
from posts [2, 3, 9] or consider only the properties of blogspace as a graph of
unlabeled URLs [1, 12]. Temporally evolving graphs are explored in [5].

The theoretical behavior of cascades on random graphs is studied in [19].
Unlike this paper, the underlying network is known. An alternative to explicit
thresholding are probabilistic models of node activation [6, 11, 16].

In our work we need to efficiently enumerate and count cascade subgraphs.
The problem of graph isomorphism plays a key role in frequent subgraph mining.
Much work has dealt with frequent subgraph mining [10, 13, 20, 18, 21]; however
this body of work mostly assumes that graphs are richly labeled and undirected.
This is suitable for mining chemical compound and richly labeled bio-informatics
datasets. Our problem here differs in that we have directed and unlabeled graphs,
where we are interested in purely topological structure of the subgraphs. So the
clever pruning of search space using node and edge labels can not be applied
in our case. We also have additional temporal constraints on cascades, so blind
enumeration of frequent subgraphs will not work. For these reasons enumerating
all possible sub-graphs may be computationally infeasible and nonexistence of
labels means too many expensive graph isomorphism tests. So we take advan-
tage of the specific problem domain and develop efficient algorithms for graph
subpattern generation and approximate isomorphism testing.

3 The recommendation network

We study a recommendation network dataset from a large on-line retailer. At
this retailer, each time a person purchases a book, music, DVD, or video tape
he or she is given the option of sending an email recommending the item to
his friends. The first recipient to purchase the same item receives a discount, at
which time the sender receives a referral credit. Note that a person can make
recommendations on a product only after she actually purchased it. Since each
sender has an incentive for making effective referrals, it is natural to hypothesize
that this dataset is a good source of cascades.

Each recommendation is annotated with the time it was sent, whether it
resulted in a purchase, the date of purchase (if applicable), and what product



Group p n e eu bt br

Book 103,161 2,863,977 5,741,611 2,097,809 2,859,096 83,113
DVD 19,829 805,285 8,180,393 962,341 837,300 75,421
Music 393,598 794,148 1,443,847 585,738 712,673 10,576
Video 26,131 239,583 280,270 160,683 165,109 1,376

Full network 542,719 3,943,084 15,646,121 3,153,676 4,574,178 170,486

Table 1. Product group recommendation network statistics: p: number of products, n:
number of nodes, e: total number of edges (recommendations), eu: number of unique
edges, bt: total number of purchases, br: purchases made through recommendations.

was recommended. Customer information is anonymized, no demographic or
uniquely identifying information is available.

We represent this relational dataset as a directed multigraph: nodes repre-
sent customers, and a directed edge (i, j, p, t) means that node i recommended
product p to customer j at time t. The typical edge generation process is as
follows: a node (person) i first buys product p at time t, and then recommends
it to nodes {j1, . . . , jn}. The j nodes can then buy the product (with the op-
tion to recommend it to others). Note that even if all nodes j buy the product,
only the first purchaser will get the discount, which is marked by a purchase
flag (buy-bit). We cannot directly use the buy-bit to determine whether a rec-
ommendation caused a purchase. In addition to the buy-bit, we also record the
number of of customers who recommended the product (since they had to buy
the product to recommend it).

The recommendation network consists of 15,646,121 recommendations made
among 3,943,084 distinct users from June 2001 to May 2003 (711 days). Network
is over 1 Gb in size. A total of 542,719 different products belonging to four
product categories (Books, DVDs, Music and Videos) were recommended.

We extract per-group recommendation networks by taking the edge-induced
subgraph formed by all the products of a given category. Table 1 describes the
four per-group networks. The DVD network contains the most recommendations;
but the book network involves more customers. On average a node in the DVD
network made more than 10 recommendations; on average a book or music node
made about two recommendations. For video nodes this drops to about one
recommendation per node. While music recommendations involved almost as
many customers as DVD recommendations, far fewer music recommendations
were required to receive about the same coverage of the nodes (people).

There can be multiple recommendations between the nodes, so by counting
only unique edges (eu), we see that only DVDs have more edges than nodes. This
means that all networks are very sparsely linked and that existing users heavily
participated in the program (exchanged multiple recommendations), while the
exploration of the social network was rather poor. At the end of the two year
period, the largest connected component contained fewer than 2.5% of the nodes.

The last two columns of table 1 show the total number of purchases (bt) and
the purchases that resulted from a recommendation (br). Observe that for DVDs



9% of purchases could be attributed to recommendations, for books 3%, music
1.5% and video less than 1%. Comparing nodes to purchases, we see there is
about one purchase per node.

All this indicates that people like to recommend and purchase DVDs. On the
other hand, book recommendations seem to be more effective. On average there
were two recommendations to each purchase in the book network, but almost
10 recommendations to each purchase in the DVD network. While book recom-
mendations appear very influential, most readers do not appear to make many
of them. Moreover, the DVD network is much denser than the book network.

4 Proposed method

In this section we present the algorithms and techniques developed to efficiently
enumerate and count frequent recommendation patterns in a large graph, in-
cluding a heuristic for subgraph isomorphism.

Ideally one would expect cascades to be trees or near-trees. We soon found
out that recommendations create arbitrary graphs: there are multiple recom-
mendations on the same product or multiple products between the nodes, there
are multiple purchases of the same product, and one finds many cycles.

To find cascades one first needs to identify cases when incoming recommenda-
tions could cause purchases and further outgoing recommendations. Recommen-
dations into node u that precede a purchase can be posited to have influenced
the purchase. There are two ways to establish this. If an edge is marked by a pur-
chase flag, we assume the recommendation influenced the purchase. Alternately,
the existence of two directed edges (i, j, p, t) and (j, k, p, t′) for t′ > t suggests
cascade behavior. That is, node j receives a recommendation for product p at
time t and then makes recommendation for the same product at a later time t′.

First we create a separate graph of recommendations for each product. To
find cascades we propose the following two-step procedure:

Delete late recommendations: To keep only recommendations that influ-
enced the purchase we delete late recommendations: given a single product rec-
ommendation network, for every node we delete all incoming recommendations
(edges) that happened after the first purchase of a product. This procedure
removes all recommendations of the product a person received after the first
purchase. This guarantees that for every node the time of all incoming edges is
strictly smaller than the time of all outgoing edges.

Delete no-purchase nodes: Preliminary data analysis showed that the major-
ity of recommendations do not produce cascades. We also observed many star-like
patterns where the center node recommends to a large number of people, none
of whom purchase the product. This occurs frequently in DVD subgraphs. To
prevent this type of large but shallow pattern, we delete all nodes that did not
purchase the product.



After deleting late recommendations each connected component corresponds
to a cascade. All paths in the component are time-increasing (i.e., a cascade sub-
graph contains only directed paths with strictly increasing edge times). Deleting
no-purchase nodes ensures that we detect only true cascade patterns.

Cascade enumeration: Next we enumerate all possible cascades. In prelim-
inary experiments we first enumerated the maximal cascades, which after the
steps described above reduces down to enumerating all connected components
of the network. This approach works well and is very fast, but suffers from the
fact that the counts are small. Here we take a different approach. Since we are
interested in purely topological properties of the cascades, rather than enumer-
ating all possible connected subgraphs, we enumerate all local cascades. This
means that for every node we explore the cascade in the neighborhood around
the node. For every node n, we create a graph induced on nodes up to H hops
away from n, where H ranges from 1 up to the distance to the farthest node.
One can think of this as exploring node n’s neighborhood 1, 2, 3,... steps away.
This way for every node we capture the local structure of the cascade around it
at various distances.

Approximate graph isomorphism: An essential step in counting cascades
is determining whether a new cascade is isomorphic to a previously discovered
graph. No polynomial-time algorithm is known for the graph isomorphism prob-
lem, and so we resort to an approximate, heuristic solution. For each graph we
create a signature. A good signature is one where isomorphic graphs have the
same signature, but where few non-isomorphic graphs share the same signature.

We propose a multi-level approach where the computational complexity (and
accuracy) of the graph isomorphism resolution depends on the size of the graph.
For smaller graphs we perform an exact isomorphism test; as the size of the graph
increases this becomes prohibitively expensive so we use gradually simpler but
faster techniques which give only approximate solutions. Another trick is that for
each graph we create an efficiently computable signature, use hashing, and then
use more expensive isomorphism tests only on graphs with the same signature.

For every graph we create a signature which is composed of the number of
nodes, the number of edges, and the sorted in- and out-degree sequence. For
graphs with fewer than 500 nodes, we also include the singular values of the
adjacency matrix (via singular value decomposition).

We then hash the graphs using the signatures. Additionally, for graphs with
fewer than 9 nodes we perform exact isomorphism checking. When the isomor-
phism check is used, we keep a list of all variants of graphs that collided. Since
we first hash, and then check for isomorphism, the number of true isomorphism
checks is small.

Note that a small minority of cascades are larger than 9 nodes, so for most of
the subgraphs we get the exact solution; as the cascade size increases the number
of occurrences decreases, and this is where we make use of an approximate
solution.
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Fig. 1. Size and depth distribution of the cascades for the four product groups. Top row
shows the size distribution of the cascades (log size of cascade vs. log count). Bottom
row shows the distribution of the depths of the cascades (log depth of the cascade vs.
log count). Bold line presents a power-fit.

We performed a small set of experiments to evaluate the proposed approx-
imate graph isomorphism algorithm. Given a graph with 8 nodes and 12 edges
100,000 brute-force evaluations of graph-isomorphism took under 40 seconds on a
standard desktop. In the second experiment we generated 100,000 random graphs
(Erdős-Rényi model), each of them with a randomly chosen number of nodes be-
tween 4 to 20 and twice as many edges (average degree of 2). The counting took
50 seconds. In this experiment we observed at most 53 non-isomorphic graphs
(5 nodes, 10 edges) with the same signature. At the end the random generation
created a total of 6,194 5-node graphs, of which 1,601 were non-isomorphic.

This preliminary analysis shows that we are able to efficiently find and enu-
merate cascades even in a large recommendation network. The graph isomor-
phism checking is fast and scalable to serve our purpose.

5 Patterns of recommendation

5.1 Size and depth distribution of cascades

We measure the size of the cascade in terms of the number of nodes and the
depth, which is the length of the longest directed path in the cascade. As in
all experiments we create per-product recommendation networks, delete late
recommendations and no-purchase nodes, and then perform the analysis.

Figure 1 shows the distribution of cascade sizes (top row) and depths (bottom
row) for the four product groups. The size of cascades follows a power-law. For
books the largest cascade has 95 nodes and 231 edges. For DVDs the largest
cascade is eight times larger (n = 791, e = 5544). The cascades involving music
or videos are much smaller, the largest cascades are n = 13, e = 56 and n =
37, e = 169 respectively.
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Fig. 2. Distribution of recommendations and purchases over the products: number of
recommendations of the product vs. count (left); number of purchases vs. count (right).

The slopes of the power-fits (top row of figure 1) reveal that DVDs had the
highest proportion of large cascades, as its power coefficient is the largest. For
music the fraction of large cascades is much smaller. While the first part of the
size distribution for DVDs (figure 1(b)) has slope −4.5, which is close to the
other three product groups, the curve then flattens to −1.5.

The depth distribution, figure 1, shows that cascades are generally shallow
except for DVDs. The maximum depth of a cascade is 6 for books, 15 for DVDs,
4 for music, and 6 for videos. So DVDs have the strongest evidence for cascades.

One might posit that cascades are branching processes. However it is known
that for a particular run of a branching process, the distribution of depths, con-
ditioned on the size being finite, is exponential. In other words, if cascades were
purely branching processes, then the depths should be exponentially distributed.
Figure 1 shows that the depth distribution follows a power-law; that is, we are
observing more of deep cascades than expected under a branching process.

There are a number of possible explanations for this phenomena: cascades
can collide, increasing the probability of success in some part of the social net-
work [14]. Cascade sizes also reflect an underlying power-law in sales frequencies,
as shown in figure 2. The number of purchases decays faster than the recom-
mendations. In [14], a stochastic cascade generation process is proposed where
the cascade size distribution follows a power law with the exponent −1.

5.2 Frequent cascade subgraphs

What cascades arise frequently in real life? Are they like trees, stars, long chains,
or something else? We now explore the building blocks of the cascades, by per-
forming the following procedure. For each product recommendation graph, we
first identify cascades (delete late recommendations and no-purchase nodes).
Then for each node we create a subgraph on nodes at distance at most h hops,
where h varies from 1 up to the value where all nodes in the cascade are reached.
We then count the graphs using the approximate graph isomorphism technique
described in section 4.



General observations: For books we identified a total of 122,657 cascades,
of which 959 are topologically different. There are 213 cascades that occur at
least ten times. For DVDs we identified 289,055 cascades, of which 87,614 are
topologically different. There are 3,015 cascades that occur at least ten times.
For music we identified 13,330 cascades, of which 158 were topologically different.
Only 23 cascades occurred at least ten times. Videos contained the least evidence
for cascades, with 1,928 subgraphs containing 109 unique patterns. Only 12
subgraphs occurred more than ten times.

The number of cascades concur with observations made from figure 1 and
table 1, where DVDs had the largest and richest set of cascades. Since DVDs
contain the deepest cascade, there is more opportunity for topological variety
than on the other products types. Even though the music network is three times
larger than the video network, it does not exhibit much larger topological variety.

Analysis of frequent cascade patterns: Table 2 shows ranks R and frequen-
cies F of 22 cascades for the 4 product groups. Cascades are ordered by size. The
table also includes all sub-cascades with at most four nodes and four edges. In-
teresting, 14 cascade patterns can be observed in all the product groups. Table 2
shows ten of them.

The most common cascade, G1, represents a single recommendation. This
pattern accounts for 70% of all book cascades, 86.4% of all music cascades,
74% of all video cascades, but just 12.8% of DVD cascades. The chain of three
nodes (G3) is the most common depth two cascade, accounting for 4.1% of book
cascades, about 3% of video and music cascades, but only 1.8% of DVD cascades.
DVD cascades tend to be most densely linked.

Comparing G2 and G4 shows that simple splits are more frequent than col-
lisions. For books there are 6.6 times more splits than collisions; for DVDs this
factor drops to 1.3; and it is 4.2 and 8.25 for music and videos respectively. Very
similar observations hold for splits and collisions on 4 nodes (G6 and G13); how-
ever notice that for DVDs the collision of 3 nodes (G13) is slightly more frequent
than the split (G6). Another such example of reversed graphs are G7, G11 and
G8, G12. Again, the split pattern is more frequent than the collision. The ratio
is more unbalanced for books (1 collision per 7 splits) than for DVDs (1 to 2).

Graphs from G14 to G19 all have a triangle, with one additional node at-
tached. Again, except for DVDs, splits of recommendations (G14 and G15) are
more frequent than collisions (G18, G19). For DVDs the most frequent sub-graph
of the set is G18 (a collision), followed by G14 and G15.

A common observation is that simpler graphs, like chains and trees, tend to
be more frequent in book recommendation networks, while for DVDs we observe
richer and more diverse graphs all with relatively high counts.

Figure 3 shows larger graph patterns. Various types of collisions are becoming
more frequent. For book cascades G27 is very frequent, while a version with
reversed edges can only be found in DVDs. Graphs G34 and G35 are the two
largest that can be found in recommendation networks from all 4 product groups.
Larger DVD cascades tend to be frequent – G35 ranks 18 among DVD cascades.



Book DVD Music Video
Id Graph Nodes Edges R F R F R F R F

G1 2 1 1 86,430 1 36,863 1 11,518 1 1,425

G2 3 2 2 10,573 4 3,238 2 492 5 33
G3 3 2 3 5,089 2 5,147 3 389 3 61

G4 3 2 6 1,593 5 2419 5 115 22 4

G5 3 3 4 3,115 3 4746 4 201 2 63

G6 4 3 5 2,769 15 505 6 55 20 5

G7 4 3 8 726 25 416 7 30 27 4

G8 4 3 10 598 7 909 8 25 0 0

G9 4 3 12 398 33 312 13 12 0 0
G10 4 3 13 362 22 424 9 18 26 4

G11 4 3 18 156 37 276 53 4 0 0

G12 4 3 29 82 24 418 28 8 0 0

G13 4 3 92 21 12 549 54 4 0 0

G14 4 4 9 625 11 552 31 7 13 8

G15 4 4 22 112 16 495 10 15 0 0

G16 4 4 23 111 20 435 57 3 0 0

G17 4 4 26 85 17 485 83 2 0 0

G18 4 4 30 79 9 706 32 7 29 3

G19 4 4 37 64 38 273 24 9 0 0

G20 4 4 47 51 955 28 0 0 0 0

G21 4 4 90 21 857 31 0 0 0 0

G22 4 4 91 21 1368 20 0 0 0 0

Table 2. Frequent cascades for the 4 product groups. We show all graphs up to 4 nodes
and 4 edges. Ordered by size. For each graph we show rank (R) and frequency (F ).

Last, figure 3 shows typical classes of cascades. Graphs G36 and G40 show the
case when two people have the same set of friends but do not recommend to each
other. A similar case is represented by cascades G37 and G39, where the top node
recommends to a set of people, and then one of the people in this set purchases
and recommends to the same set of people. Flat cascades are also found (G38,
G41, G42) – a person recommends, a number of people respond (and purchase a
product), but the cascade does not propagate. Graph G43 shows cascade that is
quite intricate, but which nonetheless occurred 12 times for DVDs.



Book DVD Music Video
Id Graph Nodes Edges R F R F R F R F

G23 4 5 14 274 23 422 0 0 0 0

G24 4 5 34 77 75 171 38 5 28 3

G25 4 5 84 23 52 216 0 0 109 1

G26 4 6 24 105 6 1299 27 8 6 29

G27 5 4 7 1024 74 174 20 10 0 0

G28 5 4 16 211 332 62 47 5 0 0

G29 5 4 50 47 333 62 64 3 0 0

G30 5 4 53 41 282 69 48 5 0 0

G31 5 4 60 31 1045 26 158 1 0 0

G32 5 4 72 27 822 32 21 10 0 0

G34 5 9 137 14 131 119 55 3 15 7

G35 5 10 125 15 18 452 155 1 10 16

Table 3. Some larger frequent cascades for 4 product groups. Ordered by size. For
each graph we show rank (R) and frequency (F ).

6 Conclusion

The premise behind the study of social networks is that interaction leads to
complex collective behavior. Cascades are a form of collective behavior that
has been studied theoretically, but for which the study of complete, large-scale
datasets has been limited. We have shown that cascades exist in a large real-world
recommendation dataset, and investigated some of their structural features.

We developed a practical algorithm and set of techniques to illustrate the
existence of cascades, and to measure their frequency. On a large real-life dataset
we found novel patterns and our experiments showed that most cascades are
small, but large bursts can occur. The cascade sizes and depths follow a power-
law. Cascade behavior varies a lot among different product types. Topologically,
most products (books, music, videos) tend to exhibit small and shallow tree-like
cascades, while some (DVDs) can exhibit larger, more complex, and farther-
reaching patterns of influence with collisions and expansion across communities.
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Fig. 3. Typical classes of cascades. G36, G40: nodes recommending to the same set of
people, but not each other. G38, G41: a flat cascade. G37, G39: nodes recommending to
same community. G43 is an example of a large cascade.
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